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Wragby Cloud PC (wC-PC)

The Wragby Cloud PC is our leading 

managed advisory service designed to 

provide organizations with the 

productivity, security, and collaboration 

benefits of Microsoft 365.
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Challenges in a Hybrid Work Environment

Our service is built on windows 365 which is a highly optimizable and scalable virtual

machine providing end users with a rich Windows desktop experience. We provide tools

and resources that ensure employees have access to a secure and productive desktop

experience from anywhere. Many organizations are implementing Cloud PC to take

complete control of its PC assets and data.
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wC-PC

The Wragby Cloud PC is our leading

managed advisory service designed to

provide organizations with the

productivity, security, and collaboration

benefits of Microsoft 365.

Our services leverage a state-of-the-earth

suite of solutions and practices that speak

to the hybrid challenges that organizations

face. We are tasked with providing our

clients with advanced security, enterprise

messaging, intelligent communications,

and collaboration tools to aid a seamless

transitioning and adaptation into a hybrid

environment.
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Windows 365 Cloud PC
Combine the power and security of the cloud with the versatility and simplicity of the PC.
From contractors and interns to software developers and industrial designers, Windows
365 enables a variety of new scenarios for the new world of work.

Your Windows in The Cloud

Windows 365 provides the productivity, security, and collaboration benefits of Microsoft
365.

It is available in two editions:

• Windows 365 Business is made specifically for use in smaller companies (up to 300
seats) who want ready-to-use Cloud PCs with simple management options.

• Windows 365 Enterprise is for larger companies who want unlimited seats for creating
Cloud PCs. It includes options to create custom Cloud PCs based on device images that
you create, more management options, and full integration with Microsoft Endpoint
Manager.

With the Windows 365 service, you can:

• Automatically provision on-demand Windows Enterprise Cloud PCs for your users.
• Manage your Cloud PCs like other devices in Microsoft Intune.
• Configure provisioning policies to create custom Cloud PC configurations.
• Use device groups, policies, and security baselines to customize your Cloud PC

configurations to support different user needs.
• Pre-install apps in your custom Cloud PC image and push more apps to them through

Microsoft Intune.

Use Case Scenario for Windows 365 Cloud PC
A common scenario could be long term remote or contract workers that may not require a
corporate device. For example, you may have an external contractor working with you full-
time over a period of several months. You could use Windows 365 to create a dedicated,
cloud-based environment with access to a different set of applications, or access to
specific parts of your network. You can enable this securely on their personal device, with
whatever restrictions you choose, separate from their personal desktop.
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Personalized Cloud 
PCs

Simple, powerful, and 
secure

Stream to any 
device
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How Does Wc-PC Managed Advisory Service Deliver Value 

to Customers?

Wragby Business Solutions will utilize the Microsoft Solutions Framework (MSF) to deliver 

this project. MSF organizes the solution approach into five distinct phases during the 

engagement lifecycle:

1. Envision:
Envisioning involves creating a business vision and defining the scope of work necessary
to bring the vision to reality.

Table 1. Activities: Envisioning and Planning Phase

2. Plan:
Planning continues through the development of detailed system and application
architectures, the user expectations for the solution, and a detailed project plan for the
project.

Table 2. Activities: Planning and Design Phase

Phase Key Activities 

Envisioning and planning Kick Off Engagement 

Joint session with Relevant Stakeholders 

Confirm Timelines and Expectations 

Establish Team Resources and Roles 

Environment Assessment and Checks

Phase Key Activities 

Planning and Design Provide Conceptual Project High Level Solution Design 

Align on proposed solution, Scope, and Timeline 
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3. Enable:

The Enable phase involves the setup, and onboarding of Windows 365 in alignment with
set success criteria.

Table 3. Activities: Enable Phase

4. Grow:
This phase provides operational guidance and an executive summary of results identified
during the engagement with key business decision makers.

Table 4. Activities: Grow phase

5. Deploy:

Depending on the Scope, in Deploying Phase, the team deploys the core technology and
site components, and stabilizes the deployment.

Table 5. Activities: Deploy Phase

Phase Key Activities 

Deployment 

• Assign licenses to users. 
• Create Azure network connection (optional). 
• Provide localized Windows experience (optional). 
• Add device images (optional).
• Create a provisioning policy.

Phase Key Activities 

Operational guidance Windows 365 Operations Overview presentation.

Windows Autopatch Overview presentation.

Present findings and recommended next steps to further 
develop the solution within the customer environment.
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Phase Key Activities 

Solution Setup
Execute remediation activities (if any) to be able to deploy 
Windows 365 in the customer environment. 

Setup Windows 365 Cloud PC provisioning and management for a 
selected group of users focusing on the selected hybrid work user 
scenarios. 
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Why Wragby

Wragby Business Solutions and Technologies
Limited is an elite Microsoft Partner headquartered
in Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa. Coupled with our
Gold Competency on the Microsoft Cloud and
Productivity platforms and award as Worldwide
Finalists for the Microsoft Enterprise Mobility plus
Security category (year 2017,) and Cloud Compete
(year 2018), Microsoft Country Partner of the Year
(2020).
Our team of experienced consultants deliver
exceptional cloud-based services and solutions,
that can digitally transform our client’s business.

Contact Us

Address
Plot 21A, Olubunmi Rotimi Street,
off Abike Sulaiman street, Lekki
Phase 1, Lagos, Nigeria.

515b Freedom Way, Cluster 5,
Riverpark Estate, Lugbe Airport Road,
Abuja, Nigeria.

Phone
09087733358

Email
marketing@wragbysolutions.com

Website
www.wragbysolutions.com
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